
Fitting Instructions: Roller Spring
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INFORMAtION

Step 2

Step 3

Fitting the blind 

Brackets can be top, side or face fixed to any flat surface 
Check that the rolled up fabric is not obstructed by 
the brackets.

SpRINg SIze/
OptION

AddItIONAl 
MeASuReMeNt

25mm Internal 20mm

25mm External 25mm

36mm Internal 32mm

36mm External 38mm

To calculate the positioning of the brackets use figure 1 to 
add the relevant spacing to the width of the blind fabric. 

Install the brackets so that the measurement reflects the 
outside-to-outside distance of the brackets. 

Fitting the blind

a) Using external spring system

Make sure the blind fabric is 
completely rolled onto the 
roller tube. Fit the round 
pin end into the right hand 
bracket (figure 2). 

Ensure enough pressure is 
kept on the pin end to prevent 
it being detached from the 
bracket and insert the spring 
end into the bracket (figure 3).

tensioning the spring

If the fabric does not wind up completely when the blind is 
operated, greater spring tension can be applied as follows;

- Pull the blind down 250mm from its uppermost   
 position and lock off
- Remove the blind carefully from the brackets 
 ensuring the spring isn’t unlocked and roll the   
 material back onto the roller tube by hand.
- Replace the blind into the brackets and check for   
 correct tension
 If the tension is still insufficient, repeat above steps.

b) Using Internal spring system

Make sure the blind fabric is completely rolled onto the 
roller tube. 

Fit the spring end 
into the straight edge 
bracket (figure 4). 

Insert the round plastic 
part into the round pin end 
(figure 5). 

Ensure enough pressure 
is kept on the spring end to 
prevent it being detached 
from the bracket and slide the 
plastic part upwards into the 
bracket until you hear it click 
into position. 
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